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Title: Ron Ross papers
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Abstract: The bulk of the collection consists of drafts and copies of columns Ron Ross wrote for the Bay Area Reporter (BAR) in the mid-1970s, including "Just a Spoonful" and "Views from the Golden Gate." There are also memorial programs, an invitation to an "Imperial Wedding" between Ross and La Kish Hayworth, photographs of events and friends, Empress Connie's crown and leather jacket (with enamel pins).
Language of Material: English
Access
Collection is open for research.
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Scope and Content of Collection
The bulk of the collection consists of drafts and copies of columns Ron Ross wrote for the Bay Area Reporter (BAR) in the mid-1970s, including "Just a Spoonful" and "Views from the Golden Gate." There are also memorial programs, an invitation to an "Imperial Wedding" between Ross and La Kish Hayworth, photographs of events and friends, Empress Connie's crown and leather jacket (with enamel pins).
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